BERT POV
Summary:
“BERT” is the name of a new component of Google’s algorithm that Google rolled out the
week of October 21.
What is BERT?
● Announced on Friday, Oct 25. Started rolling out earlier that week.
● Nerdsplana on: BERT is Google’s neural network-based technique for natural language
processing (NLP) pre-training. BERT stands for Bidirec onal Encoder Representa ons
from Transformers.
Why does BERT ma er?
Google said this is their biggest update in 5 years. Because it is a signiﬁcant update in the world
of search, we want our Adept team & clients to be informed about what it is and what it means.
Google says BERT is:
● “the biggest leap forward in the past ﬁve years, and one of the biggest leaps
forward in the history of search.”
● not used on all queries. “BERT will help Search be er understand one in 10
searches in the U.S. in English, and we’ll bring this to more languages and locales
over me.”
● “Par cularly for longer, more conversa onal queries, or searches where
preposi ons like “for” and “to” ma er a lot to the meaning, Google Search will be
able to understand the context of the words in your query”
● “BERT doesn't assign values to pages. It's just a way for us to be er understand
language."
■ This means BERT does not change how pages are evaluated (the almighty
“ranking factors” such as weigh ng of meta tles, backlink anchor text,
header tags, etc.). It just changes how Google interprets users’ search
queries).

This algorithm update is a big deal because BERT represents a signiﬁcant enhancement in the
technology for understanding language in a more human-like manner. Basically, BERT involves
using machine learning to be er interpret human language context.
To the Adept SEO team, BERT is less of a game-changer than a natural milestone in Google's
evolu on of ge ng be er at understanding humans. Thus, the paradigm has not shi ed, and the
most important SEO strategy at Adept remains the same: ﬁgure out exactly what the target
audience is searching for, and give them what they want to see.
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Notes on immediate impacts in the world of SEO:
● Featured snippets (the “answer” snippet that some mes comes ﬁrst for ques ons or
implied ques ons), seem to be especially heavily impacted
● BERT seems to impact “long-tail” (uncommon) queries the most (as opposed to “head”
queries, which are searched for by mul ple people every day).
● The ranking tracking databases that are usually our barometer for major algorithm
updates did not detect much vola lity during BERT week. One theory is that this is
because BERT focuses on long-tail search queries and the rank-trackers track more
common keywords.
● In SEO news, not many casual es reported.
● Per usual, we’ve seen several ar cles making claims without suﬃcient evidence and even
some with straight-up misinforma on.
Impact to Adept Clients:
That said, we have not seen a major impact on any SEO clients at Adept. Indeed the immediate
impact on the SEO industry at large seems to have been quite small for such a publicized update.
Notes on long term implica ons for SEO:
● BERT may lay the founda on for subsequent updates.
○ We will want to keep an eye out for this.
● For Adept and our clients, BERT requires no change in SEO strategy.
○ We are not about just spamming keywords all over the content - that is the kind
of outdated old-school SEO that BERT doesn’t like.
○ Adept SEO is already centered on truly understanding user intent and giving
people what they are actually searching for.
○ But we need to con nue to get be er at what we do (just like we always do).
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Examples
Below are two examples provided by Google in their announcement of BERT of queries
before and a er BERT.
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Addi onal Reading:
● The announcement:
.blog.google/products/search/search-language-understanding-bert/
● FAQs: /searchengineland.com/faq-all-about-the-bert-algorithm-in-google-search-324193
● BERT is actually an open source project where anyone can train their own language
processing system for Q&A or other tasks:
○ h ps://ai.googleblog.com/2018/11/open-sourcing-bert-state-of-art-pre.html
○ h ps://github.com/google-research/bert
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